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New York City Monthly. A dazzling monthly entertainment magazine that engages, informs, and
directs the affluent international and domestic travelers visiting New York City.
With smartly written and sharply designed articles on Shopping, Shows, Museums and the incredible NYC neighborhoods
- it navigates the tourist through their entire visit. Complemented by the best maps in the city and celebrity interviews
with iconic New Yorkers – NYC monthly is the visitors "all in one guide" with an insiders edge.
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Our Editorial

Sophisticated and Inspiring. Take a look inside...
BEST

BRUNCH

These four restaurants
are the perfect spot for
that in-between meal
we all crave
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runch in Manhattan isn’t your usual
mid-morning fare. Restaurants
throughout the borough see it as
the perfect opportunity to show off their
chops in the kitchen and get a little playful,
inventing new, gussied-up versions of the
classic eggs, pancakes, and waffles and
slathering them in New York spirit. A tipple
or two of bubbly or the bloody makes it all
the more delicious. Indeed, in New York
City, brunch isn’t merely a meal; it’s a
communion. Start with these four favorite
brunch spots to discover for yourself…

Walking through the Renaissance
palazzo-style foyer at the Le Parker
Meridien gives you a good idea of quality
of cuisine and clientele to expect at
Norma’s. Hop up a short flight of a stairs
through another Romanesque arch, and the
restaurant opens up into a shiny and sleek
space worthy of a fashion shoot. The wood
paneling and porthole-style lighting on the
back wall makes it feel like the insides of
a super luxury yacht. In that context, the
$1,000 lobster frittata with Sevruga Caviar
on the brunch menu fits, but happily the
rest stays in the two figures, but still with a
significant amount of richness, particularly
in the Hollandaise sauce on the seven
kinds of eggs benedict (Upstream is the
staff favorite), the warm caramel sauce on
the crunchy French toast, and Devonshire
cream on the berry-heaped Belgian Waffle.
(56th St. nr. Sixth Ave.)
The Southern-style cooking on the day
menus at the Upper West Side hotspot
Jacob’s Pickles spills into the brunch
as well, in biscuit breakfast sandwiches
(made with Tennessee flour), chicken and
pancakes, and shrimp and bacon grits, not
to mention the signature pickled vegetable
plates, from beets to green tomatoes.
There’s even a jalapeño pickled egg
perched, along with bacon, on the Bloody
Norma's
Chocolate Decadence French Toast
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Mary. Add in the downhome charm of the
dining area’s reclaimed wood tables and
flooring, red brick walls, vintage signage,
and mason jars, and you’ll understand the
up-to two-hour waits on the weekends.
(Amsterdam Ave. at 85th St.)

Return to grandma’s New England
kitchen at Friend of a Farmer, which not
only appears out of place in Manhattan, but
out of time. Fruit and vegetable wallpaper,
two fireplaces, vintage farm equipment,
baskets of fruit, and rooster portraits
spread across two floors adding a simple
life comfort that extends to the brunch
menu as well. Choose from six kinds of
omelets (served in hot iron skillets), five
egg Benedicts, and all the buttermilk
pancakes from the griddle—blueberry,
apple, or pumpkin—you can handle. Pork
fans ought not to overlook a side of thick
hickory smoked bacon. Indeed, the farm
seems ever closer with each bite. (Irving
Pl., btwn. 18th and 19th Sts.)

CONCERTS
GALORE

The signature restaurant of the Refinery
Hotel, Parker & Quinn matches the
luxury of the accommodations in both
dish and design. Aim for one of the raised
leather booths along the wall for the best
view of the room that draws primarily from
early-to-mid 20th century New York spirit,
with vintage photography in gilt frames,
gold damask wallpaper, gas lamp lighting
fixtures, dark wood tables, and mosaic
flooring. The brunch menu brings a lot more
color, beginning with the ingenious Bubbly
Board, which comes with a line of test tubes
with elderflower liqueur and peach and
blood orange purées to augment the bottle
of Prosecco. Follow with a delicious grilled
shrimp tartine before moving on to the
spicy, saucy “eggs in hell,” a dippers delight,
especially with the toasted focaccia. (39th
St. nr. Sixth Ave.)

The new year brings some of the best musical acts to NYC

W

e kick off the New Year refreshed for what's to come - and in the world of live music there is a
lot to look forward to. Newcomers, rising stars and marquee fixtures shine bright over New York
City in January, as we ring in 2016. After two Radio City shows last year, Joe Bonamassa returns
bigger and better at Carnegie Hall on January 21 & 22 (interview to follow). UK pop sensation Jess
Glynne lifts spirits at Webster Hall on January 20. Billy Joel paints the town January 7 at Madison
Square Garden, alt-rock band Panic! At The Disco shake things up at Le Poisson Rouge on the 14th
and 90s R&B trio SWV delights January 21 at B.B. King Blues Club. Norwegian electronic artist Kygo
turns up the volume January 21 at Barclays Center, UK indie rock band The Go! Team strikes up
Brooklyn Bowl January 21. For the best of the rest, read on for other stellar acts this month...

Written by Mike Dunphy
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Darlene Love will forever be celebrated as one shows as the possibility of new tunes from
of the the industry's finest performers. Prior to their upcoming 2016 album.
going on her own as a solo artist, she recorded
UK band MUSE have an electrifying live
as a back-up singer for the likes of Elvis Presley,
production, which makes its way to Brooklyn's
Frank Sinatra, The Beach Boys, Dionne Warwick,
Barclays Center on January 27 followed by
The Righteous Brothers, Tom Jones and many
Newark, NJ's Prudential Center on January
more. The popular singer whose career spans
29. The Grammy Award-winning rock trio (Best
five decades and who has been honored with a
Rock Album for "The Resistance" in 2011) were
2011 induction into the Rock and Roll Hall of
again nominated for a Grammy for their seventh
Fame plays B.B. King Blues Lounge January 2
album "Drones," also the name of their current
following some holiday shows that included one of
tour The Drones World Tour. Having previously
her signature songs, the upbeat "Christmas (Baby
toured with U2, MUSE wrote the song "Survival"
Please Come Home)." In addition to 60s hits like
for the 2012 Summer Olympics in London and
"He's A Rebel," "He's Sure The Boy I Love" and
performed at the Closing Ceremony. From
"Why Do Lovers Break Each Other's Hearts?,"
previous hits "Uprising" and "Resistance," the
Darlene is expected to play many tunes from her
electronic-tinged "Madness," and newer material
recent release "Introducing Darlene." It is her
like "Dead Inside" and "Psycho" the band offers
first album of original pop material in 27 years,
a dramatic and powerful catalog
arranged and produced by E Street
of songs that span rock opera and
Newcomers,
Band member Stevie Van Zandt,
classical with high energy. Upstate
including first single, the Elvis rising stars and
New York band X Ambassadors is
Costello-penned "Forbidden Nights."
the opening act on tour.
Darlene Love collaborated on the marquee fixtures
Bruce Springsteen is one of
record with many other famous shine bright over
America's musical heroes, with 20
friends such as Bruce Springsteen,
New York City Grammys to his name, an honoree
Linda Perry, Jimmy Webb, Desmond
of the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in
Child, Joan Jett, Barry Mann &
Cynthia Weil so expect to hear some of these new 1999 and a recipient of the 2009 Kennedy Center
Honors. Springsteen plays with his longtime E
songs as well as old favorites.
Street Band on January 24 and 27 at Madison
Birmingham, Alabama six-piece St. Paul and
Square Garden as well as his home state of New
The Broken Bones reign over the city two times
Jersey January 31 at the Prudential Center. The
this month - first, at Zankel Hall at Carnegie
rock icon joins his band for "The River Tour" in
Hall on January 15 with the legendary Roseanne
celebration of his 1980 album which was recently
Cash opening and then on January 16 they
released as a box set called "The Ties That
headline Bowery Ballroom. The Southern rock/
Bind: The River Collection." With anthemic and
America band recently opened for The Rolling
relatable songs that range from "Born To Run"
Stones and their unique blend of classic soul and
and "Dancing In The Dark" to other favorites
with elements of gospel is felt best during their
like "Born In The U.S.A." and "Glory Days,"
live performances. The band debuted their first
Springsteen will bring the house down every
album "Half The City" in 2014 and have already
night. Some other powerful moments to look
graced the small screen playing Jimmy Kimmel
out for could include live renditions of "Streets
Live and The Late Show with Stephen Colbert.
of Philadelphia" and inspiring newer tune "The
From the bluesy, heart-wrenching "Broken Bones
Rising." It doesn't matter what night you attend,
and Pocket Change" to the soulful, horn-centered
a Bruce Springsteen show will certainly unify
"Call Me" to the bright and upbeat "Sugar Dyed."
the crowd in song with hands up and roaring
St. Paul and The Broken Bones have been known
applause reverberating way beyond the arenas.
to cover Radiohead, The Beatles and Otis Redding
in the past, so some surprises are in store for both
Written by Michael Menachem
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efore Elizabeth St. becomes a line of cannoli
bakeries and family-style Italian eateries,
its upper reaches are grounds for some of the
best shopping in downtown, equal parts laid-back
and chic with a mix of global brands and local
one-offs. Here’s our pick of the pack.

prints by
David Attie

As of last June, fans of Canadian apparel
company Roots no longer have to purchase via
“Add to Bag” online and hope for the best. In
the new Nolita Roots store, chunky sweaters,
varsity jackets, sweats bearing the ubiquitous
porcupine emblem, and leather goods ranging
from tundra-ready boots to schoolboy bags are
set in a space that feels something like a cross
between a gallery and a lodge lobby, long and
narrow with industrial lighting, worn woods, and
whitewashed brick walls. By the register, walls
are plastered with images and paraphernalia
from the brand that dates back to 1973, primarily
showing that classic comfort clothes such as these
never go out of style. (Elizabeth St. nr. Prince St.)

ew York City is one of the most photographed
places in the world as well as the birthplace
and stomping grounds of many renowned
photographers. This month we celebrate the early
work of three native New Yorkers whose pictures
of the city and its inhabitants have created an
indelible record of a bygone era.
One of the most influential photographers of
her generation, Diane Arbus was renowned for
her ability to truly engage her subjects—whether
children, drag queens, or homeless people. The
resulting pictures are honest and unsettling
depictions of a range of humanity. Diane Arbus:
In The Beginning, at The Met Breuer, is an
exhibition of her earliest work (1956 to 1962),
most of which has never before been displayed.
The more than 100 photographs included here
are part of a stash of unpublished images found
after Arbus’s suicide in 1971 at the age of 48.
These stark, moody pictures are evidence that
she developed her idiosyncratic style early on, as
seen in black and white works including “Norma
and Gallo, members of a Brooklyn teen gang,
N.Y.C., 1960” and “Boy stepping off the curb,
N.Y.C., 1957–58.” The show is dramatically
arranged on columns, each hung front and
back with one photograph, all the better to
appreciate a unique and bold sensibility.
(Through 11/27, 945 Madison Ave. at 75th
St.)
After a successful career as a fine art
and commercial photographer, David Attie
passed away in the 1980s; subsequently,
his work was largely forgotten. A couple
of years ago, his son Eli discovered
hundreds of negatives depicting a
young Truman Capote and his thenneighborhood of Brooklyn Heights. As
documented in Truman Capote's

where to
shop in lower
manhattan's
cutest
neighborhoods

Brooklyn: The Lost Photographs of David
Attie, an exhibition at the Brooklyn Historical
Society, Attie and Capote once spent a day in 1958
rambling around the Heights, taking pictures of
the author’s favorite places for a magazine photo
essay; inspired, the photographer later returned
to the neighborhood and wound up taking more
than 800 shots. Many of the images on display at
the BHS were included in the 2015 book Brooklyn:
A Personal Memoir by Truman Capote, with the
Lost Photographs of David Attie. In addition to
the youthful Capote, they show waterfront dock
workers, children playing on stoops and other
scenes of a very different and much humbler
Brooklyn than today’s hip borough. (Through
7/2017, 128 Pierrepont St. at Clinton St.)
Like Attie, the Bronx-born Larry Silver, now in
his 80s, also worked as a commercial photographer,
shooting ads for a variety of high-profile clients.
He had begun photographing his surroundings
decades earlier, winning first prize in a high
school photography competition and attending
L.A.’s Art Center School on full scholarship. A
selection of his early black and white images
make up the exhibition Photographs by Larry
Silver, 1949–1955, at the New York Historical
Society. Silver captured post-World War II New
York during a particularly transformative time,
as seen in one image of children playing on a pile
of rubble in front of the newly erected United
Nations building. Several of the city’s landmarks,
including the Empire State Building, Central
Park, and the original Penn Station are depicted,
as well as everyday scenes of sidewalks and
subway stations. Some of these locations remain
relatively unchanged today and some have long
disappeared; the resulting cityscape seems both
familiar and strange. (Through 12/4, 170 Central
Park West at 77th St.)
Written by Marina Zogbi
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Mayo
Must-haves
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t’s that time of year again when
everyone’s favorite Mexican holiday,
Cinco de Mayo, makes May a monthlong reason to indulge in South-of-the-border
food and drink. Here’s where to go for an
excellent dinner, tequila flight tastings, or
a margarita-fueled night out.
The word “authentic” is often used
liberally in the realm of describing ethnic
food, but chef-owner Richard Sandoval’s food
at Maya is the real deal—forward-thinking
dishes made with Mexican ingredients and
history that have earned him a reputation
as being at the forefront of the Modern
Mexican food movement. The best way to
sample his array of gorgeous creations is
at bottomless brunch on weekends, which
for $45 a head gets a whole table unlimited
small plates and cocktails for two hours. Do
days start any fresher than with ceviche
and a blueberry-pomegranate mimosa?
But if it’s more authentic street food you’re
after, head to La Esquina down in SoHo.
There’s a subterranean restaurant for more
refined fare, but we suggest grabbing some
of the best fish tacos and roasted corn in
town from the walk-up tacqueria counter
and sitting outside to people-watch one of
the most fashionable intersections in the
city. (First Ave. nr. 64th St.; Kenmare St. at
Lafayette St.)

Get in the Cinco de Mayo spirit
with the city’s choicest Mexican
fare this month

Horchata
Photo by Noah Fecks
20 NYCMONTHLY .COM

Contrary to popular opinion, the best
way to consume tequila on its own is not
through aggressive shot-taking. Like fine
wines and whiskeys, quality tequilas boast
a range of nuanced flavors, and a couple of
upmarket watering holes are determined to
show people this through tequila flights. The
sister establishment of Maya is Biblioteca—
another Sandoval creation dedicated to
tequila with more than 400 bottles of agave
spirits. The tasting-flight menu is organized
like a social studies textbook: four tequilas
to compare the tastes of different regions,
three tequilas from a trio of famous family
distilleries, four tequilas to show how barrel
wood affects the flavor. And if Biblioteca

CO

is where one goes to learn, Mayahuel is
where one goes to play. The drinking den is
one of the sexiest joints in the East Village,
with a doorman who requires a reservation
if you don’t have a name to drop and twostories of intimate tables where flattering
red lights see everyone looking their best.
Have your server explain the eight different
flight combinations on the Flights to Mexico
portion of the menu; they’re from some of
the finest distilleries you’ve never heard of.
(Third Ave. nr. 40th St.; 6th St. nr. Second
Ave.)
The city may flush with chalkboard signs
proclaiming margarita happy hours yearround, but not all margaritas are created
equal, and this holiday demands the best.
In Hell’s Kitchen, Arriba Arriba pours
some of the top classic margs in the city—
nothing fancy (like the red-walled space
itself), but blended or on the rocks in a
myriad of tropical fruit flavors and sizes
that range up to the 27-ounce “La Mama”
for those preparing to party. Get some plates
of nachos or guacamole-topped quesadillas
on the table, and it’s a recipe for a great
night. For funkier vibes, head down to the
West Village, where Horchata sets a quirky
mood as a brick-walled den with strings of
lights hanging from the ceiling and bottles
stacked on a puzzle of rectangular wood
shelves. Horchata serves five versions of
its namesake drink—including one with
espresso for a pick-me-up—but a fashionable
young crowd flocks here for its strong
margaritas and shareable contemporary
cuisine. A trio of different guacamoles made
to order and small plates like flautas and
Mexican-style shrimp cocktail give a solid
base for multiple rounds of show-stealing
jalapeno cucumber or fig margaritas. (9th
Ave. at 51st St.; Sixth Ave. nr. 11th St.)
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NYC CHEF SPOTLIGHT

MARC MURPHY
EXECUTIVE CHEF, RESTAURATEUR AND TELEVISION PERSONALITY

A

fter falling in love with French and Italian cuisine during his childhood spent living in Europe, Chef Marc
Murphy went on to work in some of the most highly regarded restaurants in the world from Paris to Monte
Carlo. Today he's one of New York's most highly respected chefs at the helm of his restaurants Landmarc, Ditch
Plains, and Kingside at the Viceroy hotel. The gastronome's work in the industry now includes a regular role as
a judge on the Food Network's Chopped. In our conversation with the chef we got some insight as to what it's
like to be in one of his kitchens and a few suggestions on what to order when you come in for a visit this month.

First, let’s get a sense of what it’s like to be in one
of your kitchens. What three adjectives would
you use to describe the energy and atmosphere?
I think we try to keep it fun. Obviously, a proper
work space. We all have to get the job done. Also,
I think celebrating the product that's being used
and being respectful with it. That's, I think, a very
important thing and in the food that I like to deal
with I don't want to over manipulate it. I like to let
the food do the talking.
You opened Landmarc in Columbus Circle more
than a decade ago. What initiatives do you put
forth to keep things fresh for diners?
Landmarc is really a neighborhood bistro so it's a lot
about consistency of product, consistency of dishes. I
feel as though a neighborhood bistro, if you do want
to go there, you probably already know what you
want before you get there. So we do have to have
very consistent and good quality dishes.
As far as sprucing it up, I work with chefs with
each one of my restaurants and we like to highlight
more seasonal products. We used to do different
flat breads all the time. We do a fish of the day and
things like that. That's where the creativity has to be
brought in. In a bistro, you have to have the steaks
and you have to have the classic sauces and certain
things like that. You can't always be changing the
menu all the time in that type of a restaurant. For
example, we've had the same dessert board since we
opened up. I tried to change it once and it was like a
revolution. People started yelling at me.
You recently launched a late night menu at
Landmarc. What was some of the inspiration
for the idea and how did you develop the menu?
The inspiration for that was we started working with
this beer app called BeerMenus. People that really
like beer follow and they see these specialized beers
and limited beers that are being offered. They see
it and they go, "Oh wow, let's go there." That's one
reason we did it. We wanted to start working with
some more local and smaller beer companies. Get
those beers highlighted because we're all about great
stuff. We wanted things to go with beer.

Written by Gabrielle Lipton

Ditch Plains
46 NYCMONTHLY .COM

Deviled Eggs with Friend Shrimp

This year you’re celebrating the 10th anniversary
of another one of your NYC restaurants, Ditch
Plains, inspired by the legendary Montauk surf
spot. If we’re coming in on a brisk October night,

what should we order to remind us of warm
summer days out East?
We have a great lineup of tacos. We have had a great
lobster roll on that menu since we opened. One of my
other favorites is the deviled eggs with fried shrimp
or fried oysters on top. And of course, a backyard
burger. It's a regular burger like you would get if
you're at home. It's the perfect pairing with a pint.
Of course, one other dish that people go crazy for is
the Ditch Dog. That's a hot dog and it's smothered
in mac ‘n cheese.
What about your newest post, Kingside at the
at the Viceroy Hotel? If we wanted to embrace
the season what would you suggest?
That is a restaurant that we call New American.
We get a little more eclectic there. We change the
menu there about every two or three months. We
really stay very, very seasonal there. We try to do a
little bit more inventive things. Last season we had
a beef tartar on the menu, we have an amazing kale
salad. Of course, the whole chicken for two is always
a big fan favorite.
When you were first approached to host the Food
Network’s Chopped were you at all hesitant?
What’s the next challenge you’re looking to
take on?
For me, being approached to do Chopped, it was an
honor and I loved it. We all love. It's great and we all
work together. We're all great friends, all the judges
and so it's always been a great time.
New challenges, I'm not really sure what's next.
We're still poking around, seeing what else is out
there. I think one of the main things I like to do is
always try to promote good eating and trying to make
everybody understand food and love food and respect
food. I think it's one of those things that every chef
should be dealing with or spearheading.

...Capturing the excitement of NYC! Shoppping, Restaurants, Concerts & Events
NEW YORK CITY MONTHLY
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Tourists
NYC - The Mecca for Affluent Tourists

56.4 million visitors in 2014 (#1 in U.S.)
$41.4 billion direct visitor spending in 2013 (#1 in U.S.)
Internationals (67%) - Avg. stay is 8-10 Days - $1800
Domestics - Avg. stay is 4-6 Days - $1200

per spent visit

per spent visit
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Distribution
HOTEL DISTRIBUTION

Partnership with New York Guest & City Experts
Distribution at premium hotels in NYC.

• Only tourism magazine displayed at most locations
• Used as the resource for guests interested in shopping, restaurants and concerts
• Concierge offered input on content

EXCLUSIVE IN DISTRIBUTION
Partnership with JFK, Newark & Laguardia Airports
Three of the world's busiest airports by passenger traffic
• JFK: 53,254,535 passengers 2014
• Newark: 35,610,759 passengers in 2014
• Laguardia: 26,954,588 passengers in 2014

EXCLUSIVE IN-FLIGHT LOUNGE DISTRIBUTION
Partnership with Delta Airlines at JFK Airport
In-flight staff lounge
• Layover lounge for pilots and flight attendants
• Thousands of Delta Airline staff members per month
• Share with passengers asking for information

TOURIST DESTINATION DISTRIBUTION
Grand Central Station
• Grand Central Station - Over 500,000 people visiting daily
The number one preferred visitor magazine distrubuted at the main information
window and mobile carts in the surrounding area

NEW YORK CITY MONTHLY
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Where you can find us
H OT E L D I S T R I B U T I O N
In the top Manhattan hotels
AFFINIA 50

FAIRFIELD INN TIMES SQUARE

OMNI BERKSHIRE HOTEL

AFFINIA DUMONT

FASHION 26 - HILTON FASHION DISTRICT

PARAMOUNT HOTEL

ALGONQUIN HOTEL

FOUR POINTS BY SHERATON MIDTOWN

PARK CENTRAL

BELLECLAIRE HOTEL

HAMPTON INN TIMES SQUARE

PRINCETON CLUB

CARLTON HOTEL

HELMSLEY PARK LANE HOTEL

REFINERY HOTEL

CLUB QUARTERS HOTEL

HILTON GARDEN INN 35TH STREET

RENAISSANCE 57

CASSA HOTEL

HILTON GARDEN INN TIMES SQUARE

RESIDENCE INN MIDTOWN EAST

CONRAD HOTEL

HILTON GARDEN INN TIMES SQUARE CENTRAL

RESIDENCE INN TIMES SQUARE

COURTYARD MARRRIOTT CENTRAL PARK

HOLIDAY INN FINANCIAL DISTRICT

RESIDENCE INN WTC

COURTYARD MARRIOTT TIMES SQUARE SOUTH

HOLIDAY INN MANHATTAN 6TH AVE.

ROW NYC

COURTYARD MARRIOTT TIMES SQUARE WEST

HOLIDAY INN WALL STREET

SHERATON TRIBECA

COURTYARD MIDTOWN EAST

HOMEWOOD GUEST SUITES

SOFITEL HOTEL

CROWNE PLAZA TIMES SQUARE

LE PARKER MERIDIEN

STAYBRIDGE SUITES

DOUBLETREE CHELSEA

LOEWS REGENCY HOTE

STRAND HOTEL

DOUBLETREE FINANCIAL DISTRICT

KING & GROVE

THE LEXINGTON

DOUBLETREE GUEST SUITES TIMES SQUARE

KNICKERBOCKER HOTEL

W NEW YORK

DOUBLETREE METROPOLITAN

THE MANHATTAN AT TIMES SQUARE

W TIMES SQUARE

DOUBLETREE TIMES SQUARE SOUTH

MARRIOTT COURTYARD TIMES SQUARE SOUTH

WALDORF ASTORIA

DREAM DOWNTOWN

MARRIOTT WTC

WELLINGTON HOTEL

EDITION HOTEL

MICHELANGELO

YALE CLUB

ELEMENT TIMES SQUARE

MILLENIUM HOTEL

ESSEX HOUSE

NYLO / ON THE AVE HOTEL
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Mobile Brands Team
MOBILE MODEL TEAMS

With a premium buy you can secure a team of attractive brand
ambassadors to hand out NYCM and other promotional
materials to sell your message throughout NYC…

•Special Events: Fashion Week, Super Bowl Blvd., NBA All Star Game
•Sponsored Events
•Branded Event Promotions
•Store Openings

NEW YORK CITY MONTHLY
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Digital Extensions
WEBSITE www.nycmonthly.com
Building A Digital Footprint

Reach additional audience Online

• Promoting Web to Print & Print to Web

• Exclusive Web content driving affitional traffic
• Comprehensive restaurant, attractions and museum listings

FACEBOOK
Reach Engaged Fans
Two Way Share
• Daily posts
• Spread brand recognition to a high percentage of knowledgeable users

TWITTER
Connect Instantly
The Most Immediate Interaction
• Daily posts
• Encouraging open dialogue with "followers"

INSTAGRAM
Project Our Brand & Voice
Curated Gallery
• Daily posts
• Visually share our message to a wide audience
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